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Toilet Closet Flange Installation and Upgrade
A toilet’s floor connection is critical for long-term stability and leak monitoring. A toilet with an insufficient strength setup
will, over time, seemingly work its way loose and has a greater potential to leak and damage flooring materials.
If the leak goes undetected for an extended period of time, repair and replacement costs may be significant.
Vinyl or carpet will conceal floor settling or swelling more easily than tile, and thus may further disguise subfloor moisture
damage for a longer period of time.

Background / History:
•
•
•
•
•

The Toilet Closet Flange (TCF) is designed to hold the toilet to the floor.
The two bolts holding the toilet to the TCF will be placed in either the long slots or the small slots.
The long slots have less material for holding the toilet in place. They are considered a weaker option compared to
the shorter slots. The long slots are often used for time and convenience purposes of the installer.
When using the short slot, the plumber has to ensure that the TCF is correctly situated in relation to the walls or
the toilet will not sit squarely in place. This requires more time, planning and forethought, but is stronger.
The TCF is stronger and leak detection is easier if it is installed above floor materials rather than flush or below
the floor (see pictures). Communication between flooring installer and plumber is important.
Steps to proper installation:
o The plumber installs the plumbing system, which includes using a 4x3 closet elbow attached to the TCF.
o The larger closet elbow will have a 4 inch diameter pipe come through the floor. The 4 inch diameter will
allow the flange of the TCF to be glued inside the pipe as opposed to outside. Attaching to the outside is
a weaker setup. If a crack develops, it will leak outside the pipe (causing damage to floor components) as
opposed to inside the plumbing system.
o The open 4 inch pipe is blocked and taped over to prevent debris entry. The plumber will return when the
flooring is complete to install the TCF inside the 4 inch diameter drain pipe permanently.
o The plumber returns after flooring is complete, installs the TCF to the 4 inch drain pipe, and secures the
TCF to the finished and subfloor materials. Attaching the TCF directly to the floor will increase the overall
strength of the toilet to floor connection. This setup will also alert a homeowner of a leak by leaking
directly onto the finished floor around the toilet, not into the subfloor.
Reasons for improper installation: (Reasons include: poor timing, poor communication, lack of experience, etc.)
o Plumbers are sometimes unwilling to drill through finished floor materials (especially tile) so they install
the TCF permanently and hope for the best. In this case, the plumber returns only to install the toilet itself,
which is relatively quick and easy.
o With the immovable TCF in place, the flooring is installed around the TCF. Depending on the thickness of
the subfloor and finished flooring materials, the TCF may end up level or slightly below the finish floor
surface. This condition is a weaker TCF to toilet connection that is more prone to leakage and toilet
looseness. It is not uncommon to use 2-3 wax rings to compensate for a lower TCF. This also increases
leak potential.

Repair Steps: (Generic repairs and recommendations. Contact a plumber for specific insight and guidance)
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Vacuum out toilet bowl and tank to remove visible and non-visible water. Remove old wax ring from TCF and/or
toilet.
Install new stronger, stainless steel TCF. Situate new TCF over damaged or recessed TCF. Rotate the metal TCF
to a location where the maximum amount of metal is surrounding the two vertical toilet holding bolts.
Install several long water resistant screws through metal TCF and firmly into the subfloor. If the subfloor is
damaged or compromised in any way, it will likely need replacement.
Install wax ring and 2 toilet bolts onto metal TCF. Use elbows and knees to support toilet as it is lowered slowly
over bolts and is set in place. Toilet may need to be shimmed to compensate for non-level floors. Composite
shims work best.
Install original metal washer, the plastic washer, another metal washer, and finally the securing nut. Installing the
washers in this sequence allows easier removal of decorative caps in case extra tightening of nuts is required.
Ensure toilet is in place. Tighten two nuts with a small wrench. Do not over tighten or damage to toilet may result.
Consider adding toilet colored grout containing sand to help support toilet and reduce movement.
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Toilet Closet Flange (TCF)
A nonvisible area prone to
insidious leakage.
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This Toilet Closet Flange (TCF) is flush or slightly below the tile (finished floor) and can conceal any
potential leakage. A toilet leaking slowly over an extended period of time will often leak into the
concealed sub-floor thereby damaging it and compromising its strength. Replacement of subfloor
requires removal of finished flooring which is more expensive.

A stainless steel repair ring (Ringer) will raise the drainage plane slightly if a leak develops in the TCF.
Water will then leak onto finished flooring thereby alerting the homeowner of a needed repair. This will
also protect the sub-floor and protect the homeowner from expensive sub-floor repairs.
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The wax ring is installed next.

To reduce the chance of injury, place the toilet by bending your legs and using your knees and elbows as
a fulcrum point. A toilet is heavy and awkward. When installing the nuts onto the bolts, do not over
tighten the nuts or you may break the ceramic toilet flanges.
There are other options available for a TCF repair-upgrade not described here. Each scenario is different.
We strongly recommend consulting a licensed qualified plumber for more insight in all cases.
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